
Editorial Notes:

BRAM FISCHER and the
S,A, ELECTIONS

ON THE EVE of the South African general election, Abram Fischer stood
on trial for his life before the Supreme Court in Pretoria.

Bram Fischer, the great advocate who had so eloquently and skil·
fully pleaded in the defence of Lutuli, Mandela and so many other
eminent political leaders accused in the courts, said little about the
legal details of his own case, and nothing to excuse himself. As for the
laws, they were enacted 'by a non-representative body', to 'silence the
large majority of the people from having any say in the government'.
'My conscience does not allow me to condone these laws.' 'If I were to
ask for forgiveness I would be betraying my cause. r believe that I
was right.'

Instead he delivered a searing indictment of the racist tyranny of
Verwocrd and Vorster, he explained 'the glaring injustices of South
Africa'. He proudly defended the role and policy of the Communist
Party. whose members were 'prepared to sacrifice most and give of
their best in the struggle against poverty, injustice and discrimination.'
He told of the prolonged and patient efforts of the non-white peoples
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and their leaders to achieve their demands by peaceful negotiation,
how time and again these efforts had met with still further repression,
bullets, mass arrests and tortures.

The people of South Africa-and that does not mean only the one
fifth of the adults who, being fair-skinned, were qualified to vote and
stand for election to parliament-could nor but draw the contrast
between the statesman who stood in the dock as a leader of a great,
people's Party, the Communist Party; and the petty politicians of the
Nationalist and the United Parties who stood on the platfOlms asking
for the support of the voters.

During the course of their' electioneering campaigns the spokesmen
of these racist Parties said nothing about the great major issues facing
the country: the famine in the countryside in which millions of peasants
face stark starvation; the arbitraly despotism of Nazi Vorster where
men and women can be arrested secretly, detained indefinitely in soli
tary confinement, tortured and broken, without charge or trial; the
regular military-style raids on working people in African townships by
armed police storm-troopers.

The United Party did not challenge the Verwoerd government on
any of these major issues. Instead they told the voters that they would
be able to maintain white domination even more efficiently than
Verwoerd. The government did not excuse its tyranny. Instead its
spokesmen actually boasted of the number of political prisoners and
detainees.

The white voters dominated by 'racial intolerance and fear-'the
same fear and intolerance', Fischer had pointed out, 'which drove
Hitler to exterminate six million Jews'-returned the Verwoerd
government with a bigger majority than ever before.

The South African election-like all elections in this country, con
fined to a privileged minority, was a sorry spectacle; a mockery of
democracy. It will soon be forgotten.

But South Africa and the world will never forget the man who stood
up alone in the midst of that uproar of unbridled racialism and spoke
in simple words of sanity, humanity, courage and truth.

We know that there are millions of friends of South African freedom
all over the world. We call on them all to raise their voices and act
now: for the freedom of Bram Fischer, for the release of all now
imprisoned and restricted for opposing apartheid.

THE JUDGES JUDGED

THE ATROCITIES COMMITTED by South Africa's political police have
become so gross and obvious that even the· eminently respectable
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South African Law Journal has lent its columns to an exposure of the
latest techniques of torture which has, in many cases, led to suicide
and -insanity.

In the February issue of the journal, Professor A. S. Mathews,
Professor of Law at the University of Natal, and Professor R. C.
Albino, Professor of Psychology at the same university, are joint
authors of a closely reasoned and extremely well documented artiCle
under the heading 'The Permanence of the Temporary'.

They give the lie, in no uncertain terms, to the claim that the power
which the S.A. State has taken unto itself to detain and force political
opponents by methods of torture to betray themselves or their friends,
is of a temporary nature. They make out an unanswerable case to
prove that the legislation of the '90-day' and '180-day' character has
become a permanent symptom of a racially sick society-a society
which has come to accept barbaric practices as a permanent part of
everyday life.

Referring to historical precedent the authors say that there is little
doubt that solitary confinement for a prolonged period is a barbarous
punishment. At the English Pentonville Prison which practised solitary
confinement for a short time the rate of insanity amongst the prisoners
was found to be twenty times higher than in other prisons. In America
where this system was introduced into one prison in 1819, the governor
ordered the abandonment of the solitary system when many of those
subjected to it became insane after a short period. Most of the remaining
prisoners were released on pardon. The enormity of this form of
punishment is perhaps best expressed by Charles Dickens when he
observed its effects in America.

I hold this slow and daily tampering with the mysteries of the brain to be
immeasurably worse than any torture of the body: and because its ghastly
sign~ and tokens are not so palpable to the eye and sense of touch as scars
upon the flesh: because its wounds are not upon the surface and it extorts
few cries that human ears can hear, therefore I the more denounce it, as a
secret punishment which slumbering humanity is not roused up to stay.

And this, let us remind ourselves, is practised in South Africa not
against convicted criminals but against anyone whom the police choose
to detain.

To those who still harbour the illusion that the S.A. courts stand
above the process, the article will provide a rude awakening. Here is a
demonstration, once again that inevitably the laws of society assert
themselves, and the courts are no exception to the rule that all in
stitutions come to reflect the needs of the ruling class. It is true that
for a time, the traditions of the law (which took root in a period when
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the issues were not so sharp in S.A.) occasionally operated in some
individual cases, as a minor obstacle to autocratic excesses. When one
looks at the moral corruption which now pervades every level of the
judiciary it is almost impossible to believe that only ten years ago a
Supreme Court judge granted a removal order against the police who
were attempting to invade a political meeting and told the head of the
security police 'This is not a police state-yet'.

The attempts in the past year by some of those who were made
vietims of the 90· and l'SQ-day torture sessions, to seek the aid of the
courts has in most cases come to nought. Thus the highest court of the
land, the Appellate Division, ruled in Sachs vs. Rousseau that not only
did the law permit the detention of suspects and witnesses in solitary
confinement but such a detainee could be deprived of reading material
and writing material or any other requirements. The authors' comment
is restrained, but scathing.

We believe that the unanimous judgment of the Appellate Division to the
effect that a detainee haS no right to such materials does not reflect well
upon that court. In the light of the experienced effects of such confinement
the court would have been justified in concluding that it may be an inhuman
and uncivilized fonn of punishment and quite irreconcilable with any con·
siderations of humanity.

And what was the Court's answer in Sach's case?

J have come to the conclusion that it was not the intention of parliament
that detainees should as a matter of right be permitted to relieve the tedium
of their detention with reading or writing materials.

Here" was a case. say the authors. where the courts could quite
legally have ruled in favour of the detainee (because the Statute was
silent on the point in issue), but instead aligned itself with authority
for political reasons. '

Equally penetrating is the analysis contained in the article of the
reasoning behind the case of Schermbrucker vs. Klindt, N.O. In this
case Mrs. Schermbruckcr tried to obtain a court order to prevent the
police from continuing the torture of her husband-then an uncon·
vieted political detainee. The court refused to come to her assistance
and drew an adverse inference against Schermbrucker because the
document which he managed to smuggle out to his wife asking her to
send news of his treatment overseas immediately 'is certainly open to
the very strong suspicion that this detainee was intent on getting
publicityoverseas'.

The two professors criticize the judge for making the false assumption
that a person who has been in solitary confinement, and subjected to
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long periods of interrogation whilst standing, is capable of exercizing
a natural and normal state of mind. But even more pungently they go
on to question the judge's false assumption that there was something
ominous in Schermbrucker's failure to demonstrate his faith in the
courts by not specifically asking his wife to take legal action.

About this assumption ....Ie feel in duty bound to make some hard and
unpopular observations

and after pointing out that some South Africans had lost faith in our
courts. they say

the line of cases already discussed in this article does not represent a
picture of judges fired by ideas of individual liberty or personal sanctity.

In the end Schermbrucker was not allowed even to come to court to
substantiate his allegations of unimaginable torture.

In such circumstances it is impossible to question the authors'
conclusion that the courts in South Africa have not only become in
struments for oppressive legislation (by virtue of the law) but have
increasingly

not shown themselves to be the reluctant or even faintly troubled instru
ments of the enforcement of such legislation.

This moral sickness pervades even those spheres in which political
issues are not dominant. For example

In Raboroko vs. Superintendent 01 Sasalburg Vjlfage Board0/Management.
when the court correctly declared that aged parents. one of whom was
blind, had no legal right to live with their son in a location. should it Dot
have added words of disapproval or even a request for official alleviation
or an expression of concern? This is but one example of inexplicable
silence.

And what is the rationalization for this embrace, even by the courts,
of racial hysteria and barbaric practices. It is the old cry of 'Law and
Order!' Here, too. the authors see through the cliches of the white
supremacists :

It is true that if a state neglects order there can be no justice, but it is equally
true that if a state denies justice it undennines the foundations of order.
I' is our firm conviction that the latent disorder in South Africa has irs roors
in a denial ofelementary rights and essential human needs. ... The permanent
emergency is necessary because ofthis denial and irslunc/ian is to control the
reaction to it.

In the South Africa of today words like the above are acts of heroism.
They are accompanied by an appeal to academics not to abandon their
traditional role of expressing their views in accordance with their true
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beliefs and without fear. We hope they find an echo amongst an
increasing number of civilized whites, for not only the judges but all
who stood silent in the face of such barbarism will bear the guilt of
history.

VIETNAM AND US

A GREAT BREAK-THROUGH of the Asian, African and other colonial
peoples was marked by the Geneva meetings and agreements of July
1954. Following the famous victory of Dien Bien Phu, in which the
French imperialists and their Yankee backers were routed by the
Vietnam People's Army, the imperialists were compelled to sit down.
at an international conference table and negotiate the terms of their
withdrawal. These talks were rather different from many negotiations
before and since in which representatives of colonized peoples were
brought (often from prisons) to Paris or London to bargain about how
soon, and to what extent, their countries would be granted independence.
They were held in a neutral capital. And they were attended not only
by French and Vietnamese representatives, but also the other major
world powers-Britain, the Soviet Union, People's China and (extremely
reluctantly) the United States.

The Agreements laid down excellent principles for the independence
and sovereignty of Indo-China-the area formerly under French rule,
compromising Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. Vietnam was to be
peacefully united by free general elections throughout the country
within two years-that is by 1956. The seventeenth parallel of latitude,
which bisects the country, was regarded merely as a temporary military
demarcation line to which troops of each side were t9 be withdrawn,
pending the re-establishmcnt of peaceful democratic conditions.
Neither area was to enter military alliances or accept armaments or
soldiers from outside; nor was any other country to send in arms, or
troops.

The Americans were furious. They had given the French billions of
dollars to carry on their colonial war and wanted them to continue
fighting. Dulles didn't even want to attend the Geneva Conference and
did his best to wreck it. He failed. President Eisenhower said: 'The
United States has not itself been a party to, or bound by, the decisions
taken by the Conference.'. All the same, international opinion was so
strong that the U.S. government delegate at Geneva, Bedell Smith,
had to promise 'The United States will refrain from the threat or the
use of force to disturb the Agreements'. It was a lying and hypocritical
promise.

For more than ten years the United States and its various puppets
in South Vietnam, beginning with the hated Ngo Dinh Diem and ending
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with Hitler-admirer General Ky, have been doing everything they
possibly can to wreck the Geneva Agreements by the most terrible and
barbarous violence within the command of the world's leading indus
trial power short only of nuclear weapons. They have poured billions
of dollars worth of armaments and a quarter of a million troops into
South Vietnam. They have used explosive and napalm bombs, gas and
chemical warfare in an attempt to wipe out the population of whole
villages and regions in the countryside (four-fifths of which is ruled by
the South Vietnam Liberation Front) and destroy their food crops.
They have put pressure on the governments of client states like
Australia and New Zealand and puppets like South Korea to send in
troops as weB and internationalize the conflict

They have started an undeclared war of aggression against the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam (North Vietnam), by means of the
coward's weapon of bombing raids against the territory and people
of that independent country, including bombing of the civilian popula
tion of the heavily-populated capital city of Hanoi. The cost of this
ghastly adventure to the United States is incalculable. It cannot be
measured only in terms of the countless billions of dollars paid by the
American taxpayers or the lives of American boys sacrificed in a useless
and wicked war against poor people about whom they know nothing
and who never did them any harm. It must also be measured in terms
of the all but universal hatred and contempt which Lyndon Johnson
and his millionaire backers have brought upon a country which
once won its freedom in a Waroflndepcndencc and proudly proclaimed
that all men are created equal. Even among the imperialist countries
there are few to support and none to applaud America's crimes in
Vietnam. In the United States itself, opposition to the Vietnam war is
assuming the proportions of a mass crusade.

Despite all this, there is nothing to show that the Americans have
had, or enjoy any prospect of, greater success in Vietnam than their
ill-starred French predecessors. The bombings of North Vietnam have
served, if anything, only to unite the people more firmly than ever
behind their socialist government headed by the beloved and venerable
Ho Chi Minh. In the South, even in the few areas still occupied by the
American invaders and their Vietnamese quislings, everything is in
turmoil. Every day there is a fresh demonstration by the brave and
patriotic workers, youth, Buddhist leaders and others against the
hated Ky dictatorship-and more and more openly against its Yankee
masters. To the eyes of any sane obscrvcr-a term which seems to
exclude President Johnson and his immediate advisers-American
policy in Vietnam seems to be on the verge of a disastrous and total
collapse.
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lrUlY these Vietnamese are wonderful people. Theirs is a small
country, with not a very numerous population. A century of foreign,
colonialist domination has held back industrial and educational pro
gress, so that most of the people are poor and often illiterate peasants.
Yet these poor peasants have taught a Jesson to the whole world;
they have humbled mighty imperial powers who arrogantly believed
themselves masters of the world; they have shown that poor and lowly
people, who unite and fight for the great cause of freedom are un
conquerable.

The victory of Dien Bien Phu was not a victory for Vietnam alone.
It showed the imperialists that they could not continue to rule Asia
and Africa as before, in the old way. It was not the same old world;
the colonial peoples were resisting foreign rule more vigorously and
militantly; they had found powerful new allies in the anti-imperialist
countries of the socialist camp. After their setback at G~neva, the
imperialist countries made haste to carry out a number of strategic
retreats in Africa and Asia, ceding formal independence now at the
price of retaining a number of economic and strategic strongpoints,
rather than to be ignominiously thrown out later after a series of
military defeats which would be as damaging to their economy as
to their prestige, and from which they could hope to retain' little or
nothing in the way of influence.

To those Africans who may ask: what has this faraway country of
Vietnam got to do with us? We answer-these same Vietnamese peas~

ants, ill-clad and hungry, bought with their lives the independence
which so many of our African countries enjoy today. We owe them a
debt that can never be repaid.

Of course, we should add, we have helped them too. The Algerian
fighters in the desert, the Kenyans in the forests, all our people struggl
ing by every means, anned or otherwise, for independence, helped to
pin down the forces of international imperialism and thus helped our
brothers in Vietnam. We cannot, and we do not need, to draw up a
balance sheet of such matters like a petty shopkeeper drawing up his
books. It is enough to say that the struggle against imperialism and
colonialism is world-wide, covering continents and oceans, just as
imperialism itself is international, and whoever strikes a blow at the
enemy anywhere is thereby helping his brothers and comrades-in
arms everywhere.

But one thing is clear. The Vietnamese are our people. They are
holding the front·line trenches against the main present military drive
of the imperialist world-wide counter·revolution. We must do every
thing we can to help and support them-and the best way to do this is
to redouble our own efforts to struggle against imperialism and
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colonialism, and against the miserable traitors whO' are prepared to
sell African freedom and independence for their own personal en
richment.

TREASON IN GHANA

THE TRAITOR GENERALS who took advantage of the absence of President
Nkrumah and his entourage to stage a counter-revolutionary putsch
have struck a serious blow not only at Ghana's freedom and indepcn~

dence, but also at the far wider causes of African unity and emancipa
tion and at world peace. Not enough attention has been paid to the
deeply significant purposes of the mission on which the President was
engaged at that time. First to Cairo to discuss new and practical
measures against the anti·African regime of Smith and his gang in
Salisbury; then he was en route to Hanoi in anattempt at fresh initiatives
to end the American government's orgy of aggression and slaughter.

When Ghana gained its independence, its government proclaimed
that that independence only had meaning and significance insofar as it
was a part of the process of the emancipation of our continent as a
whole. And from the time of the first AII·African People's Conference
in Accra until the recent publication of Nkrumah's searching analysis
and indictment of Nco-Colonialism in his latest book, Ghana has been
a pace-scttcr in the African revolution.

The traitor"s coup has delighted the enemies of African freedom
everywhere. As President Julius Nyercre has pointed out: 'There is
jubilation in Salisbury and Johannesburg.' There is also jubilation in
London, Washington and Bonn, where the ousting of Kwame Nkrumah
and the Convention People's Party was not only hoped for but no
doubt actively ploned and assisted. So also are they rejoicing over
the success of their plolling and scheming in Indonesia, where traitor
generals have taken over and the villages are red with the blood of
massacred Communists.

No doubt these successes of the C.l ...... and similar highly-organised
and richly-endowed specialist agencies of counteHevolutionary
intervention and subversion do constitute~1 setbacks to the revolution
of the peoples of Africa, Asia and Latin America to liberation from
colonialism and its consequences, itself an inseparable part of the
world-wide revolution against capitalism. But, considered in the time
scale of history, these setbacks cannot be considered as more than
momentary hold-ups in the irresistible onward march of the peoples.

Once the traitor generals have taken over, what can they do to solve
the real problems of the countries whose adminislrations thcy have
seizcd 1 They can and will please the foreign investors hoping to make
more profits out of exploitation of their people. But they cannot
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please the masses whom they have sold and betrayed; they cannot
relieve their poverty or satisify their aspirations to equality and human
dignity. Hated by the masses, increasingly dependent on their foreign
backers, it cannot be long before they are exposed as puppets, Tshombes
and Kys.

In too many African countries the struggle for independence was
headed by short-sighted men who saw mere formal independence as
the goal; for whom independence itself was merely an opportunity to
enrich themselves, forgetful of the continuing sufferings and hardships
of the common people whose sacrifices and struggles placed them in
office. As Oginga Odinga has pointed out in his courageous stand of
resigning from the government of Kenya and from KANU, these self
seekers arc betraying African freedom and independence.

The rejoicing of the imperialists over the coups in Ghana and
elsewhere may prove to be premature. True they have removed Kwame
Nkrumah for the time being from Accra. But at the same time the
eyes of the people are being opened. The traitors within our midst are
being exposed: the swindling capitalists, traders and property-grabbers;
the unpatriotic elements among the chiefs and feudalists; the 'Western'
orientated intellectuals who worship everything foreign and despise
their own people; the scheming army men and careerist politicians
who are ready to sell Africa back into colonial servitude. The way is
paved for a new upsurge of the African people; a second African
Revolution far deeper-going and thorough than the first; one which
will not merely remove the outward symbols of imperialism but extirpate
it root and branch throughout our continent with all its agents and
hangers on; awakening and uniting all Africa for genuine freedom and
independence, unity and socialism.

AN ABSURD ANTIC

MEMBERS Of THE Coloured People's Congress in South Africa have
stood firmly and loyally by their organization through persectuion,
prison and torture. They have stood by its wonderful record of militant
struggle, which shook the Coloured people, especially in the Western
Cape, out of a long period of political apathy and abstentionism; by
its firm principles, based on the Freedom Charter, of common struggle
by all oppressed people for a free South Africa affording equal rights
and opportunities for all; by the fighting comradeship symbolized in
the Congress Alliance.

They are not going to be shaken from this allegiance by the defection
of two former leading members, Barney Desai and Cardiff Marney,
both now in exile, who without the slightest consultation with the
membership and at a distance of six thousand miles from home, have
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taken it upon themselves to 'solemnly declare' that the C.P.C. is
'dissolved'.

The purpose of this absurd antic is to lend some colour to the pre
tences of the exiled P.A.C. leaders (strictly for foreign consumption)
that P.A.C. has dropped its former chauvinism to become a multi
racial organization.

It is sad that exile and distance from South African realities have
so disorientated men who once made a worthy contribution to the
fight against apartheid, that they have decided to throw in their lot
with an organization whose whole history has been one of disruption
of that fight. That fight will go on without them. There can be no
serious doubt that their action in joining this discredited organization
has irretrievably lost Messrs. Desai and Marney whatever support
and confidence they may have once enjoyed among the Coloured
community.

But there is a more serious side to this charade than the political
future of two men. It was a disgracefully irresponsible thing for Desai
and Marney to announce publicly, in the safety of London, that the
C.P.C., which still enjoys formal legality, had 'merged' with the P.A.C.,
which, like the African National Congress, has been illegal since 1960.
Had this phoney 'dissolution' not promptly been denied and denounced
by the C.P.C. leadership, their announcement might have exposed all
the members of the Coloured People's Congress to prosecution as
members of an illegal organization.
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